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PLAYBACK is the bulletin of the British Library National
Sound Archive (NSA). It is published free of charge three

times a year, with information on the NSA’s current and future
activities, and news from the world of sound archives and audio
preservation. Comments are welcome and should be addressed to
the editor at the NSA.

We have a special mailing list for PLAYBACK. Please write, phone,
fax or e-mail us, or complete and send in the tear-off slip at the end
of this issue (if you have not done so already) if you wish to receive
future issues through the post.

The National Sound Archive is one of the largest sound archives 
in the world and is based at the British Library’s new building at 
St. Pancras.

For further information contact
The British Library National Sound Archive
96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB
Tel: 0171-412 7440. Fax: 0171-412 7441
E-mail: nsa@bl.uk
Website: http://www.bl.uk/collections/sound-archive

Front cover: ‘Some confusions in the Law About Love’ from 
the Forced Entertainment Collection
Photo: Hugo Glendinning
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■ Late in March the NSA Technical Section vacated 29 Exhibition
Road and moved into temporary accommodation at Micawber
Street, where the Cataloguing and Acquisitions sections have
been based for several years.This marks the end of the NSA's 30-
year association with South Kensington.Technical staff will move
again towards the end of this year into specially converted studio
facilities at St Pancras. Proceeds from the sale of 29 Exhibition
Road will be retained for the NSA's benefit.

■ On 28 April the NSA hosted the Gramophone ICRC awards in
the Conference Centre at St Pancras. More than 100 guests from
the recording industry attended the ceremony, which was moved
at short notice into the Auditorium, when acceptances for the
event far outnumbered the total that could be accommodated in
the meeting rooms that had originally been booked.Among those
attending were Lady Beecham,who collected the Opera award for
Sir Thomas Beecham's recording of Gounod's Faust, and the
surviving members of the Amadeus Quartet.

■ Users of the NSA's Listening Service at St Pancras requiring
material on compact discs will now be able to handle the
recordings themselves. CD players, modified to prevent the
connection of any recording apparatus, have been installed in the
four dedicated NSA carrels in the Rare Books and Music reading

room.The arrangement will enable listeners to make their own
selections and scan through recordings, without the
inconvenience of having to telephone control room staff
whenever a change is required.We hope this is the first step in
making access to the collections easier, and more user-friendly.
Preservation copies of our unpublished holdings are now made
on CD, and most of our published acquisitions have been in this
format for some years. For those who prefer it, staff will still be
able to play CDs from the control room, and other formats will
continue to be handled in this way.

■ The NSA unwittingly found itself at the centre of a "siege of
Denmark Street", as reported in several newspapers in February,
when 70 or so members of The Joe Meek Appreciation Society
sought to encourage the owner of a collection of Meek's
production and master tapes to deposit them with the NSA.
Meek produced several innovative pre-Beatles 1960s hits
including Lady Thatcher's favourite record Telstar. Fortunately the
demo had no effect on our negotiations with the owner,who has
been working towards the deposit of the tapes for some time,
and intends to transfer them as and when his preparations are
complete.

■ As we go to press we hear the sad news that Patrick Saul, the
founder director of the British Institute of Recorded Sound,
which became the NSA, died on 9 May.We extend condolences
to his wife Diana Hull,who was until recently head of cataloguing
at the NSA,and to his family and friends.

Acquisitions staff received and processed over 30,000
recordings donated by BPI members and independent
companies during the past year and we are delighted as
always to acknowledge the industry's cooperation in
maintaining the depth and breadth of the national collection.
We were glad to make or renew deposit arrangements with
companies such as Zip Dog, Adelphoi, Angel Air, Ankst,
Darkedge, Earworm, Fierce Panda, Freefall, Joe Boy, Charly,
Carbon Base, Champagne Lake, Oceandeep Soundtracks,
Little Peach, Pig's Whisker,Tora!, Urban Collective and many
others; and to conclude arrangements to receive copies of
domestic product distributed by SRD.

Deposit of the first published Digital Versatile Discs
(DVDs), including Polygram's "The Three Tenors" concert
and  "Lord of the Dance", was negotiated earlier in 1998,
followed by releases by Warner, Sony and BMG. Unusual
acquisitions included a set of two CDs given to the Duke of
York on his visit to Fiji last year and deposited by his office;
the American Delos publication "Mozart TV", comprising
"favourite TV tunes in the style of great classical composers"
(it includes "Friends" in the style of Vivaldi, and "The Jetsons"
in the style of Britten); and the Mindy McCready album "If I
don't stay the night" which was the first to be received as an
ordinary CD and as an enhanced CD with video tracks.And
we received the notorious album by 70's roué Peter
Wyngarde originally released for about three days in 1971
before RCA heard it, realised what they had done and
withdrew it.An expensive collector's item for many years, it
has been reissued by RPM records for the wider public's
edification and enjoyment.
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ICRC awards: Hermann Scherchen’s son and Sir David Willcocks
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Lady Beecham at the ICRC awards

(Right) A still photo from the Forced Entertainment Collection
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■ Drama & Literature
After years of expeditions to London venues and

to performances and festivals all over the country,

Drama and Literature staff were able to sit back

while significant acquisitions walked in through the

door at St Pancras. Beryl Bainbridge, Roy Strong

and Michael Schmidt were recorded speaking at

the British Library bookshop (NSA ref. C906); the

renowned Forced Entertainment company held a

reception in the conference centre and deposited

its archive (nearly 300 video recordings of

performances, installations, workshops and

rehearsals with accompanying texts, slides and

documentation,C802); and the Library's "Poetry in

the Piazza" events were recorded.Tim Smith of the

Technical Section recorded off-air the entire

month's output of Resonance FM, a temporary

licence radio station broadcasting avant garde

music and sound work as part of  "Meltdown" at

the South Bank (C888), and the complete output

log of Torkradio - a 72 hour web broadcast of

audio art work (C902).We also acquired the last

five years of recorded lectures at the Royal Society

of Arts, featuring Anthony Caro, Kenneth Baker,

Will Hutton and many others (C494).

Our programme of recording all productions at

the Royal National Theatre, Royal Shakespeare

Company in London and the Royal Court included

the following highlights:

Yasmina Reza The Unexpected Man            

Sebastian Barry Our Lady of Sligo                  

Sarah Kane Cleansed                           

David Mamet The Old Neighbourhood        

(+ pre show discussion with author)

Ken Campbell Pidgin Macbeth                     

(+ pre show discussion with author )

Michael Frayn Copenhagen                        

Rodgers & Hammerstein 
Oklahoma                            

Sarah Kane Crave                            

David  Hare Via Dolorosa                    

Terry Johnson Cleo, Camping, Emmanuelle
and Dick

Joe Orton unpublished play readings

Shakespeare Antony & Cleopatra

Harold Pinter Betrayal   

■ For two weeks in February the British

Library hosted SPIN, a programme of sound

works by artists drawn from and inspired by the

collections of the NSA.Ten artists produced six

very different pieces which transformed the

public areas of the library, brought new

audiences into the building and proclaimed the

presence of the NSA at St Pancras.

William Furlong's Balcony of Sound

invigorated the lofty void of the entrance hall

with bells and birdsong, Polly Gould and Anne

Eggebert's Tall Stories peopled the gloom

around the King's Library with a complex

narrative woven from fragments of speech and

documentary sound. Katherine Meynell's Story

provided a witty and knowledgeable critique of

the Library in the form of an unreliable audio

guide to the building.Tucked away in a first aid

room, visitors lay down to hear Ian Breakwell's

rather sinister Bedtime Story. Marcia Farquahar

and Uriel Orlow's Walking Talking Living Yarn led

listeners through the old badlands of King's

Cross, contrasting the current clamour of

restoration and rebuilding with the grim

testimonies of former inhabitants. Roney

Fraser Munro's Dr Qua was a broadside of

sounds and images satirizing the New Labour

way with the soundbite. Finally Brian Catling

and Tony Grisoni provided SPIN's highlight when

as The Hushers they moved impassively

through the building emitting sounds from

their coat sleeves and brief cases, the

culmination being their stately exit across the

piazza  trailing the sound of howling wolves.

Four of the artists also led a series of very

successful workshops which introduced

students from the London Institute, St

Martin's, Camberwell, and Kingsway-Princeton

colleges to the work and to the NSA.

SPIN would not have happened without the

energy and enthusiasm of Sarah Wang who

initiated and curated the event, but we can

take considerable satisfaction from the way

that the NSA worked with staff from Public

Affairs and AV Services to produce and present

an ambitious programme of new work to a

professional standard.

wolves in the piazza
by Toby Oakes

the SPIN programme

‘Bedtime Story’
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■ International Music 
The section curator Janet Topp Fargion was away

"acquiring" a new baby, Giacomo, for much of the

period, but collections of field recordings, some

resulting from expeditions supported by the

section, continued to flow in from such as Sarah

Harman (Nicaragua, C885), Scott Kiehl (Ghana,

C708),Jim Carroll and Pat Mackenzie (England and

Ireland,C13),Patricia Samson (Cambodia,Thailand

and Burma, C920), James Moult (Ethiopia, C734),

Nick Pamphilon (Cuba C891), Rolf Killius (Kerala,

south India, C815); and we received copies of

previously unknown recordings of the renowned

Morris dancer and musician William Kimber in

performances and interviews from Christopher

Chaundy via the English Folk Dance and Song

Society.

Among other live performances IMC staff

recorded the Vietnamese group Pham Van Ty at

the South Bank Centre, a lecture/recital by

Chinese guqin (zither) master,Lin Youren,at the BL

on 7 July 1998, and 13 events at the annual Jewish

Music Festival organised by the Jewish Music

Heritage Trust at various London venues. Marie-

Laure Manigand, assistant in the section,organised

the annual comprehensive recorded coverage of

the 1998 WOMAD festival, ably assisted as usual

by a posse of NSA staff drawn from various

sections. 19 more cylinder recordings made by

John Lorne Campbell in the Outer Hebrides in

the late 1940s were received on loan for copying.

Perhaps the most significant published acquisition

was ‘The Voice of the People’ series of 20 CDs of

British folk music released by Topic in

collaboration with the English Folk Dance and

Song Society (and to which IMC contributed).

■ Jazz
We recently received the late Alan Dell's

voluminous personal archive of big bands and

singers, generously donated by Mrs Dell

(C923). For over 40 years ‘Dance Band Days’

and other programmes were so popular on the

BBC that he often hosted three per week. A

champion of Frank Sinatra, Nat 'King' Cole, and

Glenn Miller, Dell collected interviews,

unissued music, and acetate airchecks of his

late 1940s radio roots in South Africa.

In a period rich in unpublished acquisitions

we also took in a  complete set of the historic

BBC Jazz 625 TV series, featuring major

American jazz groups active 1964-1965 such as

those of Art Blakey, Thelonious Monk and Bill

Evans; rare 1940-1945 acetate recordings of

the small swing group led by clarinettist Harry

Parry; and a unique aircheck of the Ken

Johnson Orchestra, the latter one of the major

rarities held by the NSA (see separate article).

Significant published recordings acquired

included 830 shellac 78rpm discs of the 1930s

danceband leader Harry Roy, donated by the

Tom Kemp Family, and a run of the Red Toucan

Records label, a Montreal-based company

dedicated to leading English and French

Canadian free improvisation artists, including

some London-based musicians. Additions to

the Oral History of Jazz in Britain included

Terry Monaghan, founder/leader of the Jiving

Lindy Hoppers dance troupe; international jazz

star Annie Ross; and Gordon Beck, considered

Europe's best modern jazz pianist of the 1960s.

4
Dance band authority Alan Dell at the BBC

Some long-time NSA users may recall our

1988 event Black British Jazz 1930s-1950s (a

recording of it was added to our collections,

NSA ref: B9244). The rare recordings

presented then were of swing music, played by

the first, pre-Windrush, wave of Afro-

Caribbean jazz musicians, the core of whom

formed the ill-fated Ken ‘Snakehips’ Johnson

dance orchestra. In the ten years since then

we have acquired more rare recordings of this

vital yet under-documented scene, and many

of the original commercially-issued 78s are

now more easily traceable on the NSA’s

catalogue, CADENSA.

The Johnson band’s first gigs were in early

1936. Although the British Guyanian leader

was a dancer of considerable fame on film, he

needed a musician ‘straw boss’ to rehearse the

group and was fortunate to recruit future

trumpet star Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson from

Jamaica, who accepted this role. ‘Jiver’ himself

in due course fathered jazz vocalist Elaine

Delmar, who has been a favourite star of

Ronnie Scott’s Club in Soho.

The band’s 1938-40 recordings, issued by

British Decca and HMV, were aimed at a dance

the first 
to swing

by Andrew Simons

early black British jazz
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audience, but failed to convey fully the band’s

special sense of swing and included few hot

jazz solos.Two of the better releases (both on

NSA B5981) were ‘Exactly Like You’, with a

boys-in-the-band syncopated vocal, and

‘Tuxedo Junction’, arguably better than the

song’s original version by the Erskine Hawkins

Orchestra.

Peter WG Powell, who knew ‘Jiver’

Hutchinson and other band members,

contributed a valuable interview to our Oral

History of Jazz in Britain project (ref.

C122/341-344). He recently donated an

aircheck of a 1938 broadcast by the Johnson

Band, the only example known to survive

(C924). This shows much more clearly why

listeners regarded them as the best swing

ensemble on the BBC. ‘Snakehips’ announced

the programmes as ‘Ultra-modern dance

music’ thus apparently overcoming the BBC’s

antipathy toward outright swinging music as

performed by the ‘killer-diller’ American dance

bands of the day.

In 1940, Johnson’s rhythm section did the

sensible, if not exactly commonplace, thing and

hired out a West End recording studio to

record four selections. They understood that

the record companies would not record them

and, this being both wartime and an era

without ‘indie’ labels, their recordings naturally

went no further than friends and family. They

can also now be heard at the NSA (C924).

In early March 1941 the Johnson band were

playing at the prestigious and lucrative Café de

Paris nightclub in the West End when it

received a direct hit during aerial

bombardment. Wartime restrictions delayed

newspaper reporting of the incident by several

weeks and even then the club name could not

be mentioned; but jazz and swing music

followers learned that Ken Johnson had been

killed. In the wake of that tragedy the band split.

Some members were scooped up by various

white bandleaders: ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson went to

Geraldo’s Orchestra, pianist Yorke de Souza

and trumpeter Dave Wilkins joined Harry

Parry’s small group on weekly BBC radio

broadcasts, while Carl Barriteau and Joe Deniz

appeared on the famous November 1941 ‘First

English Public Jam Session Recording’. at the

Abbey Road studios (1CS 44053).

In early 1944 Hutchinson, King,Wilkins, and

drummer Clinton Maxwell formed a new all-

black British band, billed initially as Leslie ‘Jiver’

Hutchinson’s All-Coloured Orchestra. Their

work is not available on commercial

recordings but can be heard at the NSA thanks

to a donation by Elaine Delmar, which includes

acetates of a 1946 BBC broadcast, a 1947

studio session in Prague, and a modern jazz

inflected session with strings, from the same

period. Barriteau started his own otherwise

white dance band and is discussed in his tenor

saxophonist Bobby Thompson’s interview for

the Oral History of Jazz in Britain Project

(C122/231-232).

Fortunately a number of Johnson’s major

players were also eventually embraced by the

oral history project. Joe Deniz himself was

interviewed by jazz journalist Val Wilmer

(C122/45), as were his brothers, fellow

guitarists Frank (C122/81-82) and Laurie

(C122/93), and Frank’s wife, the pianist Clare

Deniz (C122/76). Other significant black

British swing musicians interviewed include

Dave Wilkins (B2443), multi-instrumentalist

Leslie Thompson (C122/33-35), saxophonist

Louis Stephenson (C122/39), and double-

bassist Coleridge Goode (C122/40). At

another NSA-recorded public event many of

these prominent swing musicians, along with

the famous vocalist Adelaide Hall, reminisced

about the life of black British jazz musicians in

the days before bebop (C229/254-255).

Post-war Caribbean immigration would

later enrich London jazz with players such as

alto saxophonist Joe Harriott and trumpeter

Shake Keane. But these pioneering black

British swing artists set the stage for

subsequent stars of more recent years.

Leslie ‘Jiver’ Hutchinson

Peter WG Powell
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■ Oral History

The National Life Story Collection, based in the

Oral History Section, received major funding for

a new project Book Trade Lives and added

interviews with Frank Stoakley (60 years with

Heffers), Thomas Joy (President of the

Booksellers’ Association), Michael Geare

(J.M.Dent and The Bookseller), Max Reinhardt

(owner of The Bodley Head and The Nonsuch

Press), Edward Thompson (Heinemann

Educational), Martha Van Der Lem (Blackie and

Sons, Thomas Nelson) and Charles Pick

(Gollancz,Michael Joseph,Heinemann,and Wilbur

Smith’s agent).

Another new project Food: From Source to

Salespoint  also commenced, and Artists’ Lives

was very active during the period, interviewing

among others Conroy Maddox, Leonard

Rosoman, Paul Coldwell, John Latham and

Andrew Kearney.

James Hogg (formerly BBC) donated an

interview with cricketers Denis Compton and

Bill Edrich, recorded in 1979.A large collection,

the Co-op Oral History Project, arrived

covering Co-op Society retailing nationwide.

Another 31 recordings were deposited from

the Royal Opera House project and 81 further

interviews with missionaries were added to the

Methodist Sound Archive. Stuart Anderson

deposited 84 recordings with hospital

pharmacists as part of a Wellcome-funded

project. In all we received 174 recordings during

the period from Jewish Care’s Holocaust

Survivors’ Centre, which has been carrying out

a series of interviews under our guidance.

■ Popular Music

Much of the Pop Section’s published intake arrives

via the NSA acquisitions section, which, among

many other notable items received several

comprehensive ‘career overviews’ (large box

sets) featuring AC/DC, Tammy Wynette, John

Denver, Elvis Presley, Johnny Mathis, Joe Cocker,

Kiss, Bryan Adams, Style Council, Georgie Fame,

Toy Dolls, and ELO. Jimi Hendrix’s BBC

recordings have finally been assembled into a

complete set and marketed as two CDs or three

LPs. Abba’s complete singles were reissued in a

metal box; a Judy Garland boxed set

(1SS0002377) contained 4 CDs of rare duets,

radio and rehearsal tracks and a 100-page book;

and EMI imported a limited number of a striking

CD-reissue of Queen’s recordings, featuring

perfectly reproduced original LP artwork.

The first commercial release by New

Millennium Communications from the Capital

Radio Archive (held by the NSA) has been issued

- ‘The Live Adventures of The Waterboys’. NMC

are currently preparing further releases based on

this collection.We received a donation of around

100 Electronic Press Kits from Virgin Radio,

comprising extracts from film soundtracks and

music, and interviews with the films’ stars and

producers. And the now-extinct Rough Trade

Distribution company deposited tapes featuring

small label output not previously covered by our

collections.

■ Western Art Music

On 13 June 1998 Nigel Bewley recorded the

concert held in the St Pancras entrance hall to

celebrate the opening of the new building.This

included a work specially composed for the

occasion, Jonathan Harvey’s Calling

Across Time. A large collection 

of music materials including

manuscripts and privately-made

recordings was bequeathed by the

late Alan Fluck, one-time director of

Youth and Music and the Royal

Academy Cushion Concerts. It

includes recordings of concerts over

many years at the Farnham Festival, of

which he was director. We received two

privately-recorded LPs of music by Bernard

Rose, Organist at Magdalen College, Oxford

from 1957 to 1981, and a tape of the first

performance of John Joubert’s first opera In the

Drought given in Johannesburg in 1956. Forty

cassettes of interviews with orchestral

musicians carried out for the book Orchestra!

(1978) were deposited.

Notable items received by the Acquisitions

Section included a CD of Maurizio Pollini playing

Beethoven sonatas - if played on a pc it is

possible to follow the score on the  screen as

the music progresses. In a recently obtained

recording of Sir Thomas Beecham on ‘British

Music Today’ broadcast by WGBH Boston in

1952, he agreed with his interviewer that there

were a great many young composers in Britain:

‘they flourish like the proverbial bay-tree, like

gooseberries, like blackberries...Every British

composer is always promising, promising when

they’re 60, even more promising when they’re

70, and they go on being promising until the day

of their death.And then they’re forgotten’.

■ Wildlife Sounds

Sixty collections of original field recordings

were received during the period, including rare

bird recordings from Melanesia, Bolivia and

New Caledonia for which the recordists used

NSA recording equipment, a recording of a

new-born dolphin and its mother, more South

Africa mammal and bird recordings from David

Watts, and the complete collection of bird

recordings specially compiled for the

authoritative ‘Birds of the Western Palearctic’

books. We have started to copy to CD a large

collection of mostly European insect

recordings from the Natural History Museum.

The ABBA complete singles metal box



Dunning, John
On the air: the encyclopedia of old-time radio
Oxford University Press. Oxford, 1998.
This encyclopedia covers American Radio from its
beginnings in the 1920s until the early 1960s, listing
the radio shows with a complete broadcast history,
major cast members, announcers, producers,
directors and writers.

Strong, Martin C.
The Great Metal Discography

Canongate Books. Edinburgh, 1998.
The discographies include recommended biographies,
personnel and line-up changes, chronological release
dates, the b-sides/track listings, record labels and
catalogue numbers, UK and US chart positions.

Stuart, Philip
Marriner and the Academy: a record
partnership
Academy of St Martin in the Fields. London, 1999.
This discography is largely based on the original
booking sheets,which list the players engaged for each
session.

Craggs, Stewart R.
Malcolm Arnold: a bio-bibliography
Greenwood Press. CT, 1998.
This volume attempts to document his vast and varied
output, and is intended as a guide to resources for
those wishing to undertake further research.

McBeth,Amy
A discography of 78 rpm recordings of the horn
Greenwood Press. CT, 1997.
This discography focuses almost exclusively on
‘classical’ rather than ‘popular’ recordings. As well as
the discographical information, there is a section
containing brief biographical sketches of the hornists.

Mirtle, Jack
The music of Billy May: a discography
Greenwood Press. CT, 1998.
A comprehensive listing of the recorded output of the
musician, Billy May.

Gronow, Pekka and IIpo Saunio (translated by
Christopher Moseley)
An international history of the recording
industry
Cassell. London, 1998.
This book is for the most part a translation of 

Äänilevyn historia, published in Finnish in 1990. It
shows how the development of music and
technology have together created a new medium,
the gramophone record.

Turner,Al and Sax, Dave (editors)
A discography of Country & Western Records
(78 & 45 rpm) 1942 thru 1960
Hillbilly Researcher Publications. Middlesex, 1998.
The discography aims to document, the recorded
works of a number of obscure artists and groups of
the forties and fifties.

Collis, John
The Story of Chess Records
Bloomsbury. London, 1998.
The book examines the subject of exploitation
within the record business and celebrates the music
of Chuck Berry and Bo Diddley and the fertile blues
environment out of which they grew.
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Britain has a strong tradition of undergraduate

field research and exploration overseas, guided

by the Royal Geographical Society (RGS). NSA’s

Wildlife Section and the RGS have collaborated

in organising and running training workshops on

the specialist equipment and techniques

required for expedition wildlife sound recording.

Now British Petroleum and BirdLife

International are also helping these workshops

by purchasing extra equipment and supporting

foreign participants. The expeditions gain

primarily by acquiring audio evidence for their

faunal records, while NSA’s collections are

improved with the addition of new recordings

gathered from areas that are, zoologically

speaking, terra incognita.

In April the Wildlife Section ran its 10th

annual training workshop at the RGS.The event

was attended by 25 students with Richard Ranft,

Patrick Sellar and Keith Williams as tutors,

ending with a short practical session in the RGS

gardens when participants try to record the

sounds played from a loudspeaker perched high

on the top floor window ledge of the RGS

building! Once in the field, the students still have

to contend with the vagaries of tropical weather,

health problems, equipment breakdowns, and

even local politics,which all conspire to frustrate

the best-planned recording project. So it not

surprising that occasionally expeditions have

returned with blank tape.

Nevertheless, valuable data can be collected

in just a few weeks of recording. Last year, for

example,NSA received valuable recordings from

New Caledonia, Bolivia and south India, and an

NSA-supported expedition to Colombia

discovered a new species to science, the Chocó

Vireo. This summer we are supporting British

explorers in the Philippines, Ecuador, and

Madagascar, and we wish them luck.

studio in the garden
by Richard Ranft

wildlife recording workshops

recent
additions

to the NSA Library
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Wildlife recording workshop at the Royal Geographical Society
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events
■  Oral History training courses
One-day courses in oral history techniques
At the Wellcome Unit for the History of Medicine,
University of Glasgow  June 8
At the British Library Training Suite  July 7
At Birmingham Museum  September 23
At the Discovery Museum,Newcastle-upon-Tyne
October 21
Contact:Rob Perks,NSA
Tel:0171-412 7405.Fax:0171-412 7441
e-mail:rob.perks@bl.uk

■  Black British Swing Musicians
A talk by Andrew Simons,Curator of Jazz at the NSA,
to be held free of charge at Loughton Central Library,
Loughton,Essex
Tel:0181-502 0181
June 26

■  British Musicological Societies’Conference
The third triennial conference will be held at the
University of Guildford
Contact:Christopher Mark,Dept.of Music,University
of Surrey,Guildford,GU2 5XH
Tel:01483-259317.Fax:01483-259386
E-mail:c.mark@surrey.ac.uk
July 15-18

■  Bangladesh Festival
A month-long festival in July of Bengali culture at
some of London's major venues and in its
'Blanglatown'.The NSA will be participating to the
event by hosting a talk and documentary film on 'Baul'
music and mysticism
Contact:the festival hotline at Arts Worldwide
Tel:0171-354 4141
July 20 (NSA event)

■  IASA Annual Conference
The 30th conference of the International Association
of Sound and Audiovisual Archives will be held at the
Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna
Contact:Österreichische Phonotek,Webgasse 2a,
A-1060 Vienna,Austria
Tel:+43 1 597 36 69 0
Fax:+43 1 597 36 69 40
E-mail: iasa@phonotek.ac.at
September 18-22

Alun Armstrong is one of Britain's leading actors and works extensively in film, television
and theatre. His film credits have included such well-known films as ‘Braveheart’,‘Patriot
Games’, ‘The French Lieutenant's Woman’, ‘Get Carter’, ‘The Duellists’ and ‘A Bridge Too
Far’; and he was nominated for a U.S.Academy Award for best live action short for ‘The
Childeater’ at the 1989 'Oscars'. For television he has appeared in a variety of
programmes ranging from Dickens adaptations such as ‘Oliver Twist’ and ‘Nicholas
Nickelby’ to the American series ‘Macgyver’ and ‘Married with Children’. A distinguished
theatrical career at the Royal National Theatre, the Royal Shakespeare Company and the
Donmar Warehouse has brought him no less than six nominations for Laurence Olivier
awards for Best Actor, including ‘Les Miserables’ and ‘A Winter's Tale’, and he won an

Olivier award in 1993 for the NT's production of ‘Sweeney Todd’, in which he played and sang the title-role.

What did you hear on your first
visit to the National Sound
Archive?
My first visit was about five years ago,
when the NSA was still in its old
premises in Kensington. I was due to
play Albert Einstein in a play called
Insignificance. The only recording of
him barely lasted 15 seconds, but it
was enough to mimic his voice,which
was quite distinctive, very gentle with
a soft German accent. Just hearing
him speak gave me an insight into
what sort of personality he was. I
thought he would be much more
dynamic in the way he presented
himself, but in fact he was charming
and spoke with an appealing smile in
his voice.

Have you listened to any of the
NSA’s collection of theatre
recordings?
Yes, it was as a result of coming to
hear Einstein that I discovered it was
actually possible to listen to plays as

well. If I am asked to do a play where
the language is particularly dense,
hearing a performance can give a
better idea of what it means. A
specific case was Beckett’s Endgame.
It’s a very esoteric play which is
difficult to understand even though
the language itself is fairly
straightforward, and I listened to the
Royal Court production with Patrick
Magee and Jack MacGowran to see if
I could decipher what it was about.
The performance was richly spoken,
though I am not sure if they
understood it either!

Would you suggest any changes
to the NSA services?
I would like to say that I have always
been treated delightfully by your
staff. It’s a joy to use the service. In a
way I liked the old building, because
you didn’t have to whisper as you do
in the new reading rooms at St.
Pancras, but the easy access to books
now does make it an improvement.

The most serious problem is getting
in. I know actors who want to do
research and have been refused entry
to the British Library, which seems
ridiculous. Surely the library should
be for everyone?

Do you see a wider use for the
NSA’s services in the world of
theatre?
It might be a good idea to hold open
days for drama students. There is a
view among actors that it is
sacrilegious to listen to somebody
else’s work, but I don’t feel that
myself. After all, we go to see other
actors performing in the theatre.
When I have listened to recordings
at the NSA, I have often come to the
conclusion that now I know how I
don’t want to play the role. It is simply
a case of widening one’s view by
hearing different interpretations.One
day I am going to pluck up my
courage and listen to one of my own
recordings!

alun armstrong
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